
Fruit Fly mutations in genes encoding RNA binding 
proteins are associated with neurological disease’s

Brain Fertilizer May Be The 
Turning Point In Alzheimer’s 

Disease ?
“ Unlocking the Power of BDNF: Boosting Brain Health and Function."

Analyzing the Effects of DNT1 on the 
Overproduction of Tau Within Drosophila 
Melanogaster.

UAS-DNT1 can be described as the fruit fly version of 
Human BDNF 

BDNF supports 
the growth and 
development of 
neurons. 
Dysfunction or 
deficiency of 
BDNF has been 
implicated in 
several 
neurological 
and psychiatric 
disorders.

Model slide here
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Full- Length Genotype during The Night 
period showed significant improvement.What goes 

wrong within 
the brain that 
starts the 
development of 
Alzheimer’s 
Disease ?

Transcription?
Splicing/
Processing/
Packaging?

Export?

Localization/ 
Translation?

Decay?
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The GAL4/UAS transcriptional system facilitates targeted gene 
expression through binding of GAL4 activator to UAS sites, 
allowing for precise control of genetic manipulation. Following 
the establishment of four different crosses, circadian rhythms 
will be analyzed via Drosophila monitoring systems, and 
protein production will be assessed through western blot 
analysis in a molecular investigation.

Figure A, depicts the overproduction of Full length 
DNT1 which caused decreased levels of Tau as 
seen in lane 3. Figure B, Contradicts the original 
analysis depicting DNT1 assisting  the production 
of Tau or is just utterly ineffective at combating the 
production of Tau. This may be due to the altering 
of the UAS-targeted gene in which the protein tau 
is expressed within the Drosophila melanogaster

Full-Length version of DNT1 is highly effective in 
combating the behavior effects of the overproduction 
of Tau, while the cleaved version of DNT1 (BDNF) 
may be promoting cell apoptosis due to the fruit flies 
undergoing high stress within the Drosophila 
Monitoring System.


